Abstract: The Wannier exciton properties in a single quantum well (SQW) of Zn(S,Se)/ZnS strained materials are reproduced by an accurate variational envelope function. A systematic study of binding energy and oscillator strength is performed as a function of well thicknesses and strain parameter values. Optical response and second harmonic generation effects (SHG) in asymmetric single quantum wells (ASQWs) is computed and briefly discussed.
1.Introduction: ZnSe-based materials are becoming an attractive prospect for utilization in green-blue light emission(*). In spite of the efforts in technological applications, compared to the case of GaAs-based materials, little background knowledge is available in the litterature for this case (2) . The Z n S a n S system shows large strain (ZnSe lattice constant is a=5.667A respect to the lattice constant a=5.412A of the ZnS) this influences the gap-tayloring properties and removes the cubic symmetry of the sample. In Section 2 a systemic study of Zn(S,Se)/ZnS strained materials and their exciton properties are computed by a variational envelope function in asymmetric QWs. The role of the strain effects on linear and non-linear optical properties of the exciton will be discussed in Section 3.
2.Exciton Properties: Let us consider a quantum well of dimension L, growths along the z-axis,(-L,/2 < Z < L,/2) and cladded between two barriers. In the effective mass approximation the exciton Hamiitonian (in atomic units) is:
where &o is the bulk dielectric constant, and Ve and Vh are the confinement potentials for electron and hole respectively. Now, we put all the system into a box of thickness: LBOX>>L. In this case the electron and hole subbands will have to fulfil1 the so-called "no-escape boundary conditions" at the box boundaries (3).
For L B O~ ->oo we have a continuum of exciton states outside the well, while for large, but finite LBOX value, we have a quasi-continuum of states that will take into account the effect of the finite spatial dimension of the barriers('$.
The l S-state wavefunction solutions of eq. l are obtained as variational expansions in the basis set: $ijn(~,ze,zh)=Nijnci(ze)vj(zh)ex~(-%r), 
fulfilling the no-escape boundary conditions:
I c~(z,= + LBox/2) 12= 0, for i=1,2,3 ,... 
Lw (A)
Fig2 Exciton dipole moments Note that in symmetric QWs the dipole moment of the state n=2 is zero. In asymmetric QWs all the exciton states have not definite parity and, for the parameter values choosen, the n=2 dipole moment is 2.5-times lower than the fundamental exciton state (n=l). Moreover, the dipole moment has non-negligible values only for a very narrow range of thicknesses (about 18A for x=20%), thus only in that range of thicknesses electron and hole subbands could show strong asymmetries.
3.0ptical Response:
We choose a sample with large exciton asymmetric behaviour in order to obtain a large SHG susceptibility, namely: &=30A and x=20%, The reflection and absorption spectra are shown in fig.3 for n=1,2 exciton states; the optical parameters used for calculation are: E0=8.66 4xa=0.0039 E~0=2.802eV. The n=2 exciton peak in the absorption spectrum results enhanced for &=30A (see fig.2 ) . This interesting property could be used as a fingerprint of the exciton asymmetric behaviour.
Since only heavy-hole is CO-mputed in the linear optical response, we consider the component xxz of the second order susceptibility (7) and adopt a two subbands model for the exciton. The susceptibility is,
ii'j where,
where i and j are respectively the electron and hole subbands and EISij is the corresponding exciton energy , while hij is the 2D exciton Bohr radius. The Kexx value is : KeX = -2e3 h2Ep/(.n&om&,), where Ep is the Kane energy. The absorption spectra and the modulus of the second order susceptibility, computed by this simplified exciton model, is given in fig.4 . fig.4 we take into account also the step-like effect dues to the e-h continuum. This effect seems to depress the excited peak at about 2.91eV. Comparing SHG and absorption, the peak El-HH3 at 3.14eV seems promising for device applications. In fact, in that range of energies, also the reflectivity values could be depressed, as shown in fig.3 .
4.Conclusions:
The asymmetric ZnSel-,S,/ZnSe/ZnS system seems very promising for photonic applications. A systematic study of binding energy and oscillator strength is performed as a function of well thicknesses and strain parameter values in order to obtain exciton asymmetric behaviour. Finally, optical linear response and second order susceptibility are computed for a particular system well suited to obtain large second harmonic generation.
